A COMPREHENSIVE APPROACH TO CAPTURING WEBSITE QUALITY MEASURES
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ABSTRACT
Numerous approaches to measuring the quality of websites exist. Twenty-seven empirical studies are typologically classified into six functions. This approach allows captures the broad divisions of website quality as a tabulation from which a comprehensive website quality model is developed. The study suggests breadth is not adequately captured when considering a business’s website quality.
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INTRODUCTION
Several researchers investigate the quality of websites [1] [8] [14]. Others study e-Service quality [23] [29], content quality [10], design quality [13] [15], information quality [17] and e-Commerce quality [18]. Whereas [9] consider a number of key quality factors.

Measured components from such studies of quality sometimes overlap. Based on the following review of the literature (Table 1) we believe that measured components from each study of quality can be grouped into one or more of the following six functions of quality – service, content, design, information, security, and technical (Figure 1). Hence, in website research we believe studies of quality should consider all six perspectives.
QUALITY

Views differ as to what is ‘quality’ – especially when related to a website, and to what measurable components best represent quality [34]. In ‘bricks-and-mortar’ in-store quality studies, links to trustworthiness of the store often emerge [8]. However in online store studies the quality of the website may offer links to trustworthiness of the website, rather than the store itself [8].

Researcher(s) show preference to defining how quality can be measured, as opposed to what quality is, and so conclude if certain results occur – then quality exists. We now consider differing ways quality is measured.

When studying website quality, [1], includes technical quality in his list of components to be measured, whereas [8] use the term ‘technical aspects.’ Although these terms differ we consider they measure the same components. Such similarities are prevalent in other studies, and where possible we collectively group these same/similar component measures into a generic term. Some component measures (or variants to these measures) regularly appear in many past studies.

The most common components measures in website quality studies are content quality [1] [8] [19] [24]; usability [4] [2] [14] [22]; information quality [4] [6] [14] [38]; satisfaction [2] [19] [22]; and security [24] [35] [36].

A full list of components measured in website quality studies (typologically classified) is provided in Table 1 (appendix). While several components such as content quality, satisfaction, information quality, service quality, customer service, loyalty, overall quality, system quality, perceived usefulness, ease of use, riskiness, accessibility, and design, are regularly measured in website quality studies still more quality measures appear in other studies (see Table 1). We group all these website quality component measures, from twenty seven empirically supported studies, into six representative functions of quality (e-service, content, design, information, security, and technical) and display these as Figure 1. The following sections discuss each quality grouping, its definitions and key component measure focus, with key links to past literary studies.

FIGURE 1

Comprehensive website quality model
FUNCTIONAL DIMENSIONS OF WEBSITE QUALITY

E-service

Website e-service (or electronic service) does not show general agreement regarding a precise definition. However, [30] define e-service as ‘the extent to which a website facilitates efficient and effective shopping, purchasing, and delivery.’ Other researchers define e-service as relating to customers’ perceptions, possibly delivering a highly innovative experience [29], or fulfilling a customers’ expectations [23] [31] [33] with the e-service perceived positively by its customers. Hence, we group component measures such as perceived service value, perceived service quality, perceived service outcome, service convenience, and entertaining (Table 1) as e-service.

Content

A customer often visits a website for the content [19]. Thus, content may determine how a customer perceives e-service of the website [33]. Content is business-related and is provided to engage with the customer/consumer [9], and it should relate to the business, and be presented logically and efficiently [27]. Thus, content should be unique, possibly innovative, objective, trustworthy, and useful – and grouped as per Table 1.

Design

Design captures the overall look of a website [1], and should reflect the company/organization image [9]. Therefore, design component measures include the appropriateness of the design [4] [14] [36], how attractive the design is [14] [19] [36], and are fonts and colors properly used [1] [8] [16]. These and other design component measures are grouped in Table 1.

Information

The information provided on a website may influence a customer’s perception of the quality of the website. Hence, information should be accessible, relevant, accurate, believable, and in a format that is easy to understand [4] [24] [38]. Information may also be structured in downloadable or interactive formats [27]. Thus information collates another dimension of Table 1.

Security

Website security may be defined as the site’s ability to protect personal/private information provided to it by customers [25]. A website should meet (exceed) customer expectations of safety, information security, the security of all communication and transactions with the site while providing easy transactions (Table 1).

Technical

A competitive imperative suggests businesses should pursue keeping the technical attributes of their website current. In addition technical currency also influences the retention of customers [1]. Technical component measures such as valid links, page load speed, ease of
navigation, availability of the site, interactivity, and availability of search functions are some that require continual assessment and/or updating (further components Table 1).

IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS

Management implications

Websites of a higher quality attract and retain customers/users, but such online offerings are not tactile, and present limited input to the customer’s sensory detectors [10]. Customers finding a website that lacks in quality can reposition elsewhere with a click of a ‘mouse’ [9]. Managers treating their websites as quality delivery vehicles that emulate their business and its deliverables can consider adopting this study’s broad six functions approach to assess their customer’s and their differing perspectives of the business’s website. Assessed from an acceptable customer perspective, this approach offers a detailed understanding of the website. Further, weak website quality measures can then be enhanced or modified, while stronger quality measures can be differentiated or promoted as potential leading edge considerations against competitors.

Theoretical implications

This typological study collates website quality measures, and exposes a new approach to understanding how the customer perceives the business’s website ‘quality’ offerings. As a large number of website quality measures are exposed – but embedded within only six functions, new and theoretical studies can re-develop the understanding of website quality. This ‘new’ Comprehensive Website Quality Model can then be assessed against satisfaction, trust and loyalty as a means to engage the customer more closely and repeatedly with the business.

Our typology assessment of existing website quality studies sources twenty-seven empirically-supported quality works. Twenty six of these studies employ Likert scaling (Table 1), but Likert questionnaires remain slow to develop, and only offer delayed-responses to present-time or ‘now’ situations.

Website studies must also be carefully developed. Cognitive theory of response order-effects show questionnaire weaknesses including: question-order (or list-position); survey-verbiage; rating-scale-range; and responsiveness-to-situations-investigated – and, each can affect the customer’s individual answers [5] [20] [21]. Well-designed questionnaires [32] that also capture question clarity and conciseness of verbiage can improve customer response accuracy [3] [5]. Provided implementation is appropriate [11] astute website quality interpretations may be possible.

Practical implications

As twenty six of the twenty seven empirical studies use Likert measures and these can be transposed into dichotomous scales [12] a new computer programmed approach to trawling and gauging website quality is feasible [7]. Managers can then weight these computer trawling assessments and so gain instant assessments of their website changes. These can be tested against recent customer perceived questionnaire responses. Customer website surveys of the business’s website can also be moved online (and can be modified as new quality
features are added), or into social networks, and customer responses can be continually logged, and then mapped to show changes in customer trends. When matched against results from the computer trawling of the existing website, differences (and areas to be fixed) can be readily exposed. Thus, a new responsive way to assess website quality emerges directly from this study.

FUTURE RESEARCH

Theoretical

This approach and above implications delivers opportunities to reframing website quality and should be adopted for other literature considered customer value dimensions - including performance, servicing and economic value. Such an approach likely teases out new conceptual frameworks, that in the future offer managers accurate, near-real-time understanding of website customers. This allows the website to become a strategic management tool. This negates the traditional physical website survey approaches – connected to point-in-time customer/user opinion. Such studies rarely capture representative website users – as they do not reach the global market.

Past studies seeking website usage information have asked whether: the site was easy to use [14]; navigating the website is easy [6] [8]; the site conveyed a sense of competency; the information was believable [14]; the website provided accurate information [6]; the web site used colors properly [8]. Such studies can yield enhanced information if researchers ask ‘why’ or ‘how’. This elicits added information relating to the website and demonstrates the thoughtfulness of the respondent in considering their answer. Such questions also restrict the coverage of a study, so careful question consideration is required in the survey construction phase.

Measurement

Each set of relevant functional measures of website quality can be further segregated into individual measures, with each tested for relevance and capability to convey a sense of quality to the business’s customers and/or to casual website visitors.

Our research shows the quality of a website is one dimension of a customer’s requirements, and that quality can be assessed from at least three domain considerations – marketing, technical and design. This is a rich area for further research.

CONCLUSION

Numerous approaches to measuring the quality of websites exist. Twenty-seven empirical studies are typologically classified herein into a six functions Comprehensive Website Quality Model. This approach allows captures the broad divisions of website quality to be captured in one study. We suggest first breadth and then depth must be considered when assessing a business’s website quality.
**APPENDIX**

**Table 1: Quality functions and components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>e-Service</th>
<th>Researcher(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personalisation</td>
<td>[1] [4] [6] [14] [36] [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer service</td>
<td>[9] [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer support</td>
<td>[1] [4] [8] [24] [28] [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word of Mouth behaviour</td>
<td>[29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioural intentions</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purchase intentions</td>
<td>[2] [22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived service value</td>
<td>[23] [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived service quality</td>
<td>[18] [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived service outcome</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived usefulness</td>
<td>[6] [23]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived satisfaction</td>
<td>[2] [18] [19] [23] [33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived sacrifice</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site conveys a sense of competency</td>
<td>[4] [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site creates a positive experience</td>
<td>[4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creates a sense of community</td>
<td>[4] [6] [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer/business interactive feedback</td>
<td>[6] [24] [28] [36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>[30] [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fulfilment</td>
<td>[30] [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall quality</td>
<td>[4] [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service convenience</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service quality</td>
<td>[6] [33] [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived shopping value</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entertaining</td>
<td>[10] [24] [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Different languages</td>
<td>[2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>[6] [34] [36] [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assurance</td>
<td>[34] [38]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>[1] [8] [9] [34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Content**

| Useful content                            | [10]          |
| Clarity                                   | [11] [8]      |
| Contact information                       | [1] [2] [8] [14] [28] |
| Product details                           | [1] [2] [8]   |
| Unique/innovative                         | [29]          |
| Complete                                  | [8]           |
| Objective                                 | [16]          |
| Virtual activities                        | [28]          |
| Photos/videos                             | [28]          |
### Content quality

Trustworthy content

Enjoyment

### Design

Internet customisation

Design quality

Internet marketing strategy

Pleasure & arousal

Word of Mouth intentions

Ease of use

Attractiveness

Appropriate

Proper use of colours

Proper use of fonts

Proper use of multimedia

Layout & graphics

Completeness

Consistent

### Information

Information quality

Firm’s reputation

Perceived ease of payment

Benefits of online shopping

Trustworthy

Accurate

Believable

Relevant

Current

Ease of understanding

Conciseness

Quality

Correct level of detail

Correct format

Update frequently

Useful

### Security

Perceived risk

Perceived trust

Privacy/Security

A feeling of safety/security

Information is secure
Confidence in site [10]
Communication is secure [14] [36]
Transactions are secure [14] [24] [36]
Transactions are easy [24] [36]
Trust seals [28] [38]
Customer policies [1] [8] [28]

| Technical                              |
|-----------------------------|----------------|
| Technical quality           | [1]            |
| Technical adequacy          | [8]            |
| System quality              | [6] [18] [38]  |
| System availability         | [1] [10] [26] [30] [31] |
| Functionality               | [2] [22]       |
| Interactivity               | [1] [8] [14]   |
| Navigation (easy & consistent)| [1] [2] [4] [8] [10] [16] [19] [26] [35] [36] [38] |
| Speed (pages)               | [1] [6] [9] [16] [26] [38] |
| Search facilities           | [1] [6] [8] [14] [26] [28] [36] |
| Fast search display time    | [28]           |
| Valid links                 | [1] [8] [26]   |
| User interface              | [2]            |
| Multimedia capability       | [6]            |
| Adequacy                    | [8]            |
| Stable operation            | [16]           |
| Site map                    | [28]           |
| 3D manipulation             | [28]           |
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